DS Composer
Eurosign DS software is designed for the everyday user. It requires no
special knowledge and the user can quickly create, schedule and play
professional content on any third party screens.
Eurosign DS Composer is an intuitive project environment with easyto-use content modules. DS Composer can be pre installed on a DS
Player affording a stand alone signage solution. A networked solution is
deployed by installing DS Network Composer on a client PC. DS
Network Composer automatically
finds connected DS players,
completing the network setup.
 Wide range of content modules
 Simple drag and drop layout tools
 Background templates
 Practically any multimedia content
 Preview projects before sending to player
 Easy player update and status monitor
 Short learning curve – fast results
 Stand alone or network versions
 Interactive (touch) module
 New Menu & Table Modules
 New On-Line Help (WIKI)

 Straightforward content management
 Easy player update

 Flexible Intuitive Scheduling
 Calendar view of events

Download a free Composer Trial and see just how easy it is to use !
Email : info@eurosign.tv

Web : www.eurosign.tv

EurosignDS Composer Content Modules
EurosignDS composer features projects with an intuitive screen canvas
layout and a toolkit of content modules. Content is displayed in zones
which are easily sized and located.
The Multimedia Module allows a sequence of content to be displayed
in a screen zone with flexible timing and editing tools. Use any content
from pictures to HD video, flash or HTML
There are ready-to-go modules for displaying time, date and weather in
your chosen format. Configurable modules can be used to display IP
Camera feeds, TV/Video, Slide Shows, Price Lists or text with
background image (Text Box)
Websites (HTML Source) can be displayed with assignable pan and
zoom to show a selected area of a web page.

Menu & Table Modules
Used for any tabular listings such as timetables

Weather Module

Multimedia / Slideshow Module
Jpg, bmp, gif, png, Flash SWF, DivX, XviD, H.264,
FLV1, WMV, MPEG-1,MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVI, VOB

HTML Module
Zoom websites

Ticker Module
RSS feeds or Text

Your EurosignDS representative is:
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